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PROJECTS
ACNH COLLECTIONS
GITHUB | SITE

ACNH Collection is an application for a niche audience.
Users are able to search for a specific villager be
rerouted to a different page and see all about the
villager's details.
This is an ongoing project where more features will be
added over time.
Technologies: React, Router, Cypress, CSS/SASS,
RESTful API

BREATH EZ

GITHUB | SITE

(720) 308-6248

Breath Ez is a progressive web application where a user

MATHAO@GMAIL.COM

is able to select a state and city to review the air quality

GITHUB LINK
LINKEDIN LINK
PROFILE LINK

in that area with or without internet.
Technologies: React, Router, Cypress, CSS/SASS,
RESTful API, React Hooks, PWA

RANCID TOMATILLOS

PROFILE

GITHUB | SITE

Rancid Tomatillos is an application where a user is able

Frontend developer with experience

to see recent movies, their ratings, and a detailed view

creating responsive websites and

of the movie.

semantic code from scratch. Experience

Technologies: React, Cypress, CSS/SASS, API

in customer service demonstrating
initiative, collaboration and working
through problems. Eager to learn new
technology and making applications or

EXPERIENCE
TURING SCHOOL OF SOFTWARE AND DESIGN
AUG 2020 - PRESENT

updating applications to be more

Applying out new projects from start to finish every one

accessible to different type of users.

to two weeks, which includes project management,

SKILLS

research, architecture and design, execution of code and

Framework/Languages
React
JavaScript
HTML
CSS/SASS
Cypress
Express
System/Practices
Unit Testing/TDD
Data Structure
REST API's
Git/Version Control
OOP
Project Management

EDUCATION
TURING SCHOOL OF SOFTWARE AND DESIGN

collaborating with team members.
SHIFT SUPERVISOR
OLIVE & FINCH | MAY 2019 - APR 2020
Open the restaurant for service, which includes handling
the point of sale system, cash register, intaking orders
and putting in new orders.
Lead a shift team
EVENT COORDINATOR VOLUNTEER RESOURCE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO-BOULDER | JAN 2013 - MAY 2014
Manage all Volunteer Resource Center events, including
all logistical components, service learning education, and
taking initiative in development for fourteen annual events
and the Day of Service Program, which enable 5,600
participants to serve the Boulder and Denver Metro area
communities one day a year and manage a budget of
$115,000.
Initiate and sustain relationships with constituencies from

AUG 2020 - PRESENT

fifteen different on campus departments and off campus

Front Engineering Software Development

non-profit organizations

